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This note is to define a binary relation x^y which is a general recursive
well-ordering of the natural numbers but which is not primitive recursive.
Peter [1] has constructed a general recursive function φ (n, x,y) which enume-
rates all the primitive recursive functions of two variables so that given any
primitive recursive function F(x,y), there is a natural number n0 such that
φ(n0, x,y) = F(x,y). In terms of this enumerating function we define an ordering
of the natural numbers in the following manner. We first arrange all the
natural numbers in their natural order

0 < 1 < 2 <

Then for every natural number i we change the places of 2i and 2i + 1 in
the above series, if φ (z, 2z, 2/ + 1) = 0 and φ (i, 2z + 1, 2ΐ) =f= 0; otherwise,
let 2i and 2i + 1 keep their natural order. For example, take i = 0. By the
definition of φ (z, x,y), φ (0, x,y) = x. Then φ (0, 2.0, 2.0 + 1) = 0 and φ (0,
2.0 + 1,2.0) = 1, therefore 2.0 and 2.0 + 1 should change their places. Ac-
cording to this rule we arrange the natural numbers in a new order

where φ (z, 2z, 2i + 1) = 0 and φ (z, 2ί + 1, 2ί) 4= 0. Obviously -^ is a well-
ordering of type <*>.

To show that -^ is not primitive recursive, let W(x, y) be the representing
function of x-^y so that W(x,y) = 0, if and only if x •<( y. Given any
natural number z, we distinguish three cases.

Case 1. φ (z, 2z, 2z + 1) =H 0. In this case 2z -^ 2z + 1 and therefore
W(2i, 2z + 1) = 0 4= ψ (ί, 2z, 2ί + 1). Case 2. φ(i, 2z, 2ί + 1) = 0 and φ(i, 2z +
1, 2ί) =f= 0. In this case 2ί + 1 •< 2z, therefore ΐ^(2z + 1, 2z) = 0 4 = ^ (z, 2i
+ 1 , 2z). Case 3. φ{i, 2z, 2z + 1) = 0 and φ(i, 2z + 1, 2z) = 0. In this case
2z -< 2ί + 1 but "2z + 1 r2i, therefore W(2i + 1, 2z) 4= 0 = φ (z, 2z + 1, 2z).
We have shown that in any case W(a:,3/) is not identically equal to the
primitive recursive function φ(ifx,y) which is arbitrarily given. Hence W(x, y)
(and consequently x -^C y) is not primitive recursive.

The well-known primitive recursive function [x, 2] means that whenever
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x is expressed asα: = 2i + j where j < 2 we have i = [x, 2]. Formally the
function W(Λ:,J/) can be defined as follows.

0, if O, 2] < [y, 2]

0, if [*, 2] = [y, 2] & * >y &

(x, y) = ^ ^ 2 ] ' ^ *) = 0 & p (fe 2],
0, if [Λ,2] = [y,2] & x<y &

φ([x, 2], *, jθ = 0 & p fe 2],JF, Λ

1, otherwise.

This definition shows that W(x,y) is primitive recursive in φ(i,x,y) and
consequently that W(x,y) is general recursive.

Thus x-^y is an example of general recursive well-ordering of the nat-
ural numbers which is not primitive recursive. Kleene [2] has shown that to
any general recursive well-ordering of the natural numbers, there is a primitive
recursive well-ordering, of the natural numbers, with the same order type.
This implies that the types of primitive recursive well-orderings of the natural
numbers have exhausted the types of general recursive well-orderings of the
natural numbers. However, as the example of this note shows, primitive
recursive well-orderings of the natural numbers do not exhaust general recur-
sive well-orderings of the natural numbers.
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